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1.   Introduction 

In August 1993, the National Institute of Stan^ 
dards and Technology held a workshop o"j^^^ 
leaders to address the question of the^r needs 
systems integration. These leaders were >nv t^^ 
this time because the Institute was on the ve ge 

the largest program e^P^"'rH '" Led Con- 
Although the FY 1994 budget had not passed 

gress afthe time of the •"^^^•"^V Jt Jn/was very 
information technology for -"f f ^f "Ss This 
high on the Administration's hst of pn ^^^ ^„ 
high priority and visibility made early p 

important step in the success of any future pro- 
gram. Accordingly the Institute sought the best 
possible industrial advice at a time when that 
advice could have the most impact on program 
formulation. 

Howard Bloom, Chief of the Factory Automa- 
tion Systems Division and host for the work- 
shop, welcomed everyone and introduced Arati 
Prabhakar, Director of the National Institute of 
Standards and Technology. Dr. Prabhakar noted in 
her opening remarks that the institute is entering 
an era when technology is at the fore of he 
Administration's agenda." Over the next years 
NIST may well double its current budget of %\^i.^ 

Sn for in-house, 'abo-to^/.X^ '" 
Pi^ral Year 1994, the total NIST budget is 

pSedlojU-"'"'"'" »""""""-'"• ""^ 

be one of the most exciting times in the history 

"I'tropenins session, Prof. Roser Nagel 
ehlw FeSatL b, n.e speakers to se, the 

context for the workshop: 
^     •   , ^f // <r Needs by Professor James J. (1) Oven>iew of U.x i^eeu^   j 
Solberg, 
^     . ^ „f federal Studies by  Mr.  John (2) Overview oj rtuau 
Meyer, 

,3,   ^ A Aft™/"""""*'»■"'■'''"'"""• 

and 

■"•''^-''ShtrdivStnS^npstor 
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technology transfer, standards, and technology 
development. The consensus was that technology 
transfer and standards were the most important 
roles for new program direction with a significant, 
but smaller, role for technology development in 
conjunction with industry. 

When the new initiative did indeed pass, the 
value of the workshop became evident in specifics 
of the new program in Systems Integration for 
Manufacturing Applications (SIMA). Technology 
transfer was recognized in a major new project for 
Manufacturing Integration Technology Transfer. 
The work on the Standard for Exchange of Product 
Model Data (STEP) was greatly expanded to help 
meet the standards needs of industry. A new Ad- 
vanced Manufacturing and Networks Testbed 
(AMSANT) will support both standards and tech- 
nology transfer in the new program. Finally, an ex- 
panded project for integration will develop new 
standards for enterprise integration. 

The three groups returned from their delibera- 
tions with the following specific recommendations 
and conclusions. 

Technology Transfer Needs 

To boost U.S. competitiveness by speeding tech- 
nology deployment, this working group recom- 
mended launching four initiatives: 

(1) Technology Utilization Self-Assessment Study 
for small- and medium-sized companies, 

(2) Technology Transfer Science Study, 

(3) Technology Transfer  Sharing  Mechanisms, 
and 

(4) Evaluation of the Impact of Government Poli- 
cies on Technology Transfer. 

Standards-Related Needs 

This group felt that current standards-develop- 
ment process needs four critical repairs: 

(1) A new perspective on the standards-setting 
process. 

(2) Better metrics, 

(3) improved communications between U.S. stan- 
dards-making groups, and 

(4) a more effective funding mechanism for stan- 
dards development. 

Technology-Related Needs 

Scalable approaches to systems integration and 
better metrics for defining success are among the 
most critical technology-related needs of U.S. 
manufacturers, according to the third group, which 
suggested that NIST should: 

(1) Expand the scope of metrics and lessons 
learned, providing manufacturers with new 
tools for rating themselves and setting targets, 

(2) prepare better metrics for learning and reten- 
tion, establishing a consistent model of Com- 
puter Integrated Manufacturing (CIM) to 
teach integration technologies, 

(3) develop a demonstration Virtual Enterprise 
Testbed at NIST which would allow manufac- 
turers and vendors to plug into the system, to 
test potential machine tools, software and 
other technologies, and 

(4) establish a collaborative program, possibly 
involving a particular university or a group of 
universities, to form a Virtual Research and 
Development Center, thus speeding collabo- 
rative developments to market. 

2.   Setting the Context 

In the United States, manufacturing generates 
significant revenue, representing 22 percent of the 
Gross National Product, and employing 21 million 
people, or 17 percent of the nation's total work- 
force. Noting the new White House Administra- 
tion's commitment to a national economic strategy 
and increased support for U.S. manufacturing, 
NIST invited top industry experts to discuss their 
systems integration needs during a workshop on 
August 16 and 17, 1993. Prof. Roger N. Nagel, 
Operations Director, lacocca Institute, and Harvey 
Wagner Professor of Manufacturing Systems Engi- 
neering, Lehigh University, chaired the first session 
with five speakers to set the context by addressing 
the question, "Where are we now?" 

Overview of U.S. Needs 

"Manufacturing systems," as defined by Profes- 
sor James J. Solberg, include every technical, hu- 
man, and organizational element associated with 
bringing classes of products into existence, and 
then disposing of them. Whether it involves linking 
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computer networks or motivating an engineering 
department to work productively with the ac- 
counting department, integrating various systems 
within a manufacturing setting presents many 
challenges—which have been addressed by count- 
less studies and management concepts. 

Improved systems integration today means 
"designing and operating manufacturing systems in 
a coordinated manner, avoiding the consequences 
of subsystems operating at cross purposes, and 
avoiding excess cost, lost time, lost quality, and lost 
opportunity," according to Professor Solberg. 
Achieving this goal will require developing new 
technologies, getting research results into practice 
faster, and using standards to improve efficiency, 
he added. 

In the past, Professor Solberg said, a relatively 
stable market made it possible to develop manufac- 
turing processes based on experience, by trial and 
error. But the current global marketplace demands 
new models for encapsulating state-of-the-art 
manufacturing knowledge, as well as sophisticated 
design tools. More and more often, he added, inte- 
gration barriers involve human, rather than techni- 
cal obstacles. 

Overview of Federal Studies 

According to Mr. John Meyer, Director of 
NIST's Office of Manufacturing Systems, the recent 
revitalization of the Federal Coordinating Council 
for Science, Engineering and Technology (FCCSET) 
reflects "the start of a major transformation of 
policy related to manufacturing." (Note: FCCSET 
was replaced by a cabinet-level National Science 
and Technology Council (NSTC) after the work- 
shop was held, but the initiatives related to manu- 
facturing are continuing under the NSTC.) 

Currently, six Presidential initiatives established 
under FCCSET address: Advanced Manufacturmg 
Technology (AMT); High Performance Computing 
and Communications (HPCC); Global Monitoring 
of the Environment for Environmental Change, 
Advanced Materials and Processing; Biotecnnoi 
ogy; and Science, Mathematics, Engineering ana 
Technology Education. But Mr. Meyer predic^^ 
that this list will soon be reorganized to tocus 
primarily on two super-initiatives: AMT anj Mr^_ 

Before setting up the AMT initiative. FCCbt 
determined that all U.S. federal agencies mW 
will spend a total of $1.4 billion on advanced mmiu^ 
facturing technologies representing ^o""^ | 

ca.egone. (1) P'0^"-;-\^i;':S&.. 
ufacturing processes, (3) supporiiiig 

and (4) manufacturing infrastructure. Because of 
FCCSET efforts, an additional $70 million to $80 
million worth of funding has been made available 
for research to support other high-priority tech- 
nologies that could improve customer satisfaction 
and help U.S. manufacturers compete more effec- 
tively with foreign companies. These technologies 
include: Intelligent manufacturing cells, integrated 
design tools, and advanced technology infrastruc- 
tures. 

With a base budget of several billion dollars, the 
AMT should be launched in 1994 or 1995. Mr. 
Meyer said, and it is likely to include support for a 
Clean Car Initiative to develop environmentally 
benign vehicles. 

Until now, the HPCC has focused primarily on 
scientific and educational applications for high 
performance computing and networking, but 
Mr. Meyer said that the initiative will be expanded 
in 1994 to address many additional areas. Included 
among the new HPCC applications will be com- 
puter-intensive manufacturing problems, such as 
integrated product and process design through 
modeling and simulation. 

The Department of Defense Manufacturing 
Systems Strategic Research and Development Plan 
was prepared to assess the high manufactunnf; 
siwpoil costs associated with purchasing weapons 
systems. Noting the high pay-back potential of 
research, the Plan recommended support for the 
development of new: Integration mclhodolog.es, 
simulation and modeling, and manufacturing cngi- 

"SSM^ Meyer noted, all rec.nt.udics 

suggest a need for research and development n 
,ve or six key areas, including: Integration mcthod- 
ZlZd tools, standards and framcwor s. net- 
work ng and communications, integration of legacy 
Ty ems' and indus.iy demonstrations of promi.ng 
concepts such as "agile manufacturing. 

Agile Manufacturing 

According to Mr. Rick Dove. President of 
o r/r^ Shift International, the principles of 
'^'f llufac u ing" evolved in response to three 
?^t for in today s manufacturing environ- 
driving forces ; ^^^ ^    j ^^. 

• c.A fnreien competition, Mr. Do%c ex 
'f- TTs S c,ure?s must become ever- 
P'"" ' ^fnsive and nexible. This quali.y- 
a";Sy-Tb'^eiibed as''the ability .0 thrive 
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in an environment of unpredictable and constant 
change," he said. 

As increasing globalism changes the U.S. mar- 
ketplace, he said, the traditional rules of the game 
(or the "enterprise equation") have changed. To- 
day, U.S. manufacturers are far more likely to be 
surprised by a competitor. Thus, they must strive 
constantly to reduce innovation cycle times, while 
also fighting the urge to add layers of management, 
which can make an enterprise more rigid and less 
responsive to market demands. 

Born in chaos theory, which suggests that all 
events are inherently unpredictable, "agility" is 
often mistaken for the older concept of "lean man- 
ufacturing," an approach based on efficient prac- 
tices. But, Mr. Dove said, a truly agile enterprise 
requires "reconfigurable architecture as a founda- 
tion for investments"-whether the systems in 
question are machine tools, organizational struc- 
tures, or software integration programs. Today, 
central planning and hierarchical control no longer 
work. "I need to be able to reconfigure systems, 
instead of throwing them out and rebuilding 
them," Mr. Dove said. 

Technology is important for achieving agility, he 
added, but people are the real key, since people 
make decisions, and rapid decision-making is criti- 
cal in a global marketplace. 

Standards Development 

Faced with the rapid proliferation of hardware 
and software, many major corporations such as 
General Motors (GM) are trying to build a consis- 
tent set of bridges between automation islands by 
pushing for international standards, explained 
Ms. Suzanne Olsen. Specifically, GM is focusing on 
c^?n? •'^ ^''' Exchange of Product Model Data 

(STEP) as Its "strategic direction for product data 
sharmg. said Ms. Olsen, a Staff Project Manager 
for GM's Technical Center. 

While participation in standards development 
may have been considered a civic duty at one point 
m t.me, Ms. Olsen noted, U.S. manufacturers today 
ake part m the standards-setting process because 

standards clearly help reduce costs over the lone 
term. ^ 

Yet, she said, NIST and industry need to look at 
the current standards-development process "with a 
very hard, cntical eye." Standards developed 
through traditional organizations such as the Inter- 
national Organization for Standardization (ISO) 

?;M.n' T™f ^'''°"=^' ^'^^"'^^^ds Institute 
(ANSI) simply take too long to reach the market- 
place, she said. 

Ms. Olsen concurs with the advice of Ford's 
Keith Termaat, who has suggested that manufac- 
turers need to know their customers and deliver a 
product that achieves better than 95 percent cus- 
tomer satisfaction—while also reducing standards- 
development time by at least 25 percent. 

A proponent of international, rather than de 
facto standards, Ms. Olsen urged NIST to take a 
leadership role in improving the standards-devel- 
opment process. The U.S. voluntary standards 
process should not be allowed to stifle efficiency, 
she said. 

Technology Transfer 

In the United States, it takes many years to move 
new technology into general use, noted Mr. John 
Leary, citing a study completed by the National 
Center for Manufacturing Sciences (NCMS). 
That's too long, since "it's only when you ring the 
cash register that your ideas finally have value 
and social worth," said Mr, Leary, Engineering 
Director for AT&T's Standards and Global Manu- 
facturing Planning Center. 

To maintain a viable middle-class, Mr. Leary 
said, the United States must embrace advanced 
manufacturing technologies to achieve faster de- 
ployment of new products. Without improvement in 
manufacturing, he added, "We might end up with a 
nation where a few smart people will be creating 
software and designing products, while the rest of 
us will be flipping hamburgers." 

Various collaborative research initiatives now 
hold promise for speeding U.S. technology deploy- 
ment. The NCMS Strategy, for example, provides a 
framework for joint U.S./Canadian research 
supported by government and industry. Another 
collaborative strategy, NIST's Advanced Technol- 
ogy Program, has been highly effective in cutting 
technology lag-time. Collaborative ventures invari- 
ably increase the amount of market intelligence or 
know-how around the table, he said, and they 
reduce financial risks, offering greater leverage for 
smaller companies. 

The key to successful collaboration, Mr. Leary 
noted, is to bring users and suppliers together-a 
challenge which has become less complicated since 
the 1984 Cooperative Research and Development 
Act eased anti-trust restrictions. 

As more and more collaborative ventures are 
established, Mr. Leary said, NIST should support 
industry in dealing with intellectual property issues 
and cultural or "human" obstacles. New technolo- 
gies, including electronically interfaced information 
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networks, will also be needed to support collabora- 
tive ventures. 

3.   Panel Summary: Where Do We Go? 

During the NIST workshop, three working 
groups identified the systems integration needs of 
U.S. manufacturers in three areas: technology 
transfer, standards, and technology development. 
Ms. S. Jeane Ford, the Program Manager of the 
National PDES Testbed at NIST, led the panel dis- 
cussion at which the results of the three working 
groups were presented. 

Throughout discussions, participants repeatedly 
voiced dismay over the nation's slow technology- 
transfer process. Not surprisingly, a large number 
of industry leaders urged NIST to focus most of its 
resources on support for faster deployment of new 
technologies. For example, Mr. Michael Kennedy 
of Texas Instruments echoed the sentiments of 
other participants when he said: "There are many 
ways to develop technology quite effectively out- 
side of NIST. NIST should focus instead on tech- 
nology transfer and standards. The Institute has 
got to carry the ball in those areas." 

NIST should also lead the charge in reengmeer- 
ing the standards-development process, workshop 
participants said. It would be appropriate now for 
NIST to take the lead in pushing for better stan- 
dards to support U.S. manufacturing. 

Among the new technologies seen as critical tor 
U.S. manufacturers, participants identified numer- 
ous integration methodologies such as sea aDie 
approaches  to  systems  integration,  as well  as 

improved metrics. 
The participants' recommendations are summa- 

rized in the following sections. 

Technology Transfer Needs 

To boost U.S. competitiveness by speeding 

technology deployment, Mr. Peter N. Buenhoff 
reported, NIST should launch four initiatives. 

(1) Technology Utilization Self-Assessment Study 
for small- and medium-sized companies, 

(2) Technology Transfer Science Study, 

(3) Technology  Transfer  Sharing  Mechanisms, 

and 

(4) Evaluation of the Impact of Government Poli- 

cies on Technology Transfer. 

Designed to help smaller companies determine 
their technology transfer needs in the face of 
increasingly fierce competition, the Technology 
Utilization Self-Assessment Study would include a 
"self-evaluation checklist" as well as a collection of 
"failure stories" illustrating the consequences of 
technological neglect, said Mr. Butenhoff, Presi- 
dent of the Textile/Clothing Technology Corp. 
(TC2). Examples of "best practices," training 
laboratories for schools, and other manufacturing 
extension services could also be a part of the Self- 
Assessment Study. 

Noting that "technology transfer" is a poorly 
defined process, Mr. Ronald Dick and others pro- 
posed a "Technology Transfer Science Study" to 
clarify the issue. Among other objectives, the Study 
would identify companies achieving technology 
transfer, develop a set of business cases related to 
technology deployment, and establish a process for 
applying new technology to commercial products, 
said Mr. Dick, Technical Director for IMAR. 

Workshop participants also called for additional 
Technology Transfer Sharing Mechanisms. Spec- 
ifically, the group urged NIST to establish a coni- 
puter support system featuring: Electronic net- 
working to industry and universities^ an on-line 
database of abstracts describing technology, and 
user-friendly search techniques. By accepting a 
leadership role in commercialization cnde vors 
and by organizing national symposia on successful 
transfer cfses. NFST could provide additional sup- 

technological advances. 

Standards-Related Needs 
,.    .   \ir i.rk White, new Standards sue- 

According '"^^^^^^.'^.'^y^'e demanded by major 
ceed for three r^;^«"^-'J'^y ^^ business needs, and 
users, they are ^nve" ^J dear ^^ ^_ ^^^^^ ^^^ 

'''' "' tTlea er   wSer .hey bubble up from 
a few market leaders. ,op.down dc- 
agrassroo,smo^.men. orf 11 frc.  ^^^   ^^^^.^_^^, 

velopment P^^g""!' ^^^^ ^.^ed to be successful. 
S3Mfwtrof.tetdus.rialTechno,o,.lns.i- 

tuie. 
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Unfortunately, he said, the United States' 
current standards-development process is broken, 
and it will require four critical repairs: (1) a new 
perspective on the standards-setting process, 
(2) better metrics, (3) improved communications 
between U.S. standards-making groups, and (4) a 
more effective funding mechanism for standards 
development. 

"NIST should lead the charge to re-engineer the 
critical processes involved in developing stan- 
dards," Mr. White said. This effort should involve 
many different groups, including industry leaders, 
vendors, and consortia directors. Ultimately, the 
re-engineering effort should result in a set of "best 
practices" for standards-making. To sell the new 
approach to potential users, NIST could parlay its 
reputation for excellence in manufacturing sup- 
port, said Mr. Michael Kennedy of Texas Instru- 
ments. 

Improved metrics are essential for measuring the 
progress and quality of NIST's re-engineered 
standards-development process, Mr. White added. 
At the same time, NIST will need to maintain new 
electronic repositories for information on U.S. and 
global standards efforts. Funding could be pro- 
vided through a new Standards Development 
Program, which would focus part of the efforts of 
the Advanced Technology Program (ATP) and the 
Advanced Manufacturing Systems and Networking 
Testbed (AMSANT) on standards and implemen- 
tation. ATP may be contacted for more informa- 
tion by telephone at 1-800-287-3863 or by email at 
atp@micfnist.gov or by fax at 1-301-926-9524. For 
more information about AMSANT or any other 
FASD programs, please see contact information at 
the end of this article. 

Like Suzanne Olsen, the standards-related needs 
group suggested that NIST adopt the guidelines es- 
tablished by Ford Motor Company, which strives to 
reduce standards deployment time by at least 25 
percent, while reducing internal expenses by 20 
percent. ^ 

"Our group is urging NIST to become pro-active 
about reengineering standards development in this 
counto^" Mr. White said. "We're also strongly in 
favor of el.mmatmg redundancy in the standards- 
makmg process-including redundant organiza- 
nons. In the standards game, less is definitely 

Technology-Related Needs 

Scalable approaches to systems integration and 
better metrics for defining success are among 
the most critical technology-related needs of U S 

manufacturers, according to a group led by Dr. 
Michael C. Smith of Science Applications Interna- 
tional Corp. 

To support manufacturing in the 2Ist Century, 
Dr. Smith's group identified these and 37 other 
specific technology requirements, representing six 
general categories: 

(1) Integration Methodologies, 

(2) Business Models, 

(3) Interoperable Tools, 

(4) Active Learning and Feedback, 

(5) Human Interfaces, and 

(6) Education and Training. 

Meeting industry's future technology needs will 
require NIST to undertake four basic development 
activities, said Mr. Gary K. Conkol of Cleveland 
Advanced Manufacturing Program. Specifically, 
Mr. Conkol and others suggested that NIST 
should: 

(1) Expand the scope of metrics and lessons 
learned, providing manufacturers with new 
tools for rating themselves and setting targets; 

(2) Prepare better metrics for learning and reten- 
tion, establishing a consistent model of CIM 
to teach integration technologies; 

(3) Develop a demonstration Virtual Enterprise 
Testbed at NIST which would allow manufac- 
turers and vendors to plug into the system, to 
test potential machine tools, software and 
other technologies; and 

(4) Establish a collaborative program, possibly in- 
volving a particular university or a group of 
universities, to form a Virtual Research and 
Development Center, thus speeding collabo- 
rative developments to market. 

After the workshop, Tom Rhyne, a workshop 
participant, took the extra time to write and con- 
tribute his personal summary of what NIST should 
do in both the shorter- and longer-term. Here are 
his comments with special emphasis on standards. 
From a tactical (shorter-term) point of view: 

• Provide full-time technical experts to participate 
in support of volunteer participants in key stan- 
dards activities. 

• Serve as a neutral site for demonstration 
projects involving proposed standards. Such 
demonstrations can identify strengths or weak- 
ness in the proposals. For U.S. proposals, the 
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fact that functionality has been proven by 
demonstration will strengthen the likelihood of 
adoption. For non-U.S. proposals, the demon- 
strations will help decide the appropriate U.S. 
position on the proposal as well as serve as an 
initial start to the technology transfer and com- 
mercialization of the new standard, if it is 
adopted. 

• Support the continued presence of U.S. experts 
in leadership positions within critically impor- 
tant standards activities (travel support, part- 
time support for labor). 

• Enhance awareness within U.S. industries of 
current and emerging standards activities which 
may have impact on their industrial activities 
and competitiveness. 

• Assure commercial vendors within the U.S. that 
emerging standards are worthy of their invest- 
ment, thereby helping to "jump-start" them into 
making those investments. (Committing limited 
development resources to an emerging standard 
is always a very risky decision.) 

From strategic point of view: 

• Review international standards activities to rank 
their importance to current and future U.S. 
industrial competitiveness, and become pro- 
active in the high-priority areas, as for example, 
by proposing new STEP application protocols 

(AP's). 

. Make certain that U.S. participation in those 
standards activities marked as cnucal to U.b 
interests is effective and solid. (I believe hat the 
United States can no longer accept a volunteer 
catch-as-catch-can approach to P^rf c'pat.on m 
key standards activities. Instead, we n^^'^ a ^ J 
selected, properly supported team of parna 
pants, and^IST, in the DeparnnenC^^ 

merce,  needs  to assume a/'^^"^ .';      ^^^ 
position in recruiting, training, guiding, 
supporting those individuals.) 

.   Expand the demonstration and proof-of-concept 

laboratory  proposed   above  ^^'"^t^d u^rs 
projects ^hich unite PO^^^^^^;^:^ (a) 
of proposed standards m a'^'^'^jards pro- 
provide technical backing o US- s^daP^^_ 
posals and (b) serve as accelera ors t 
cial deployment of emergmg standara 

the United States. 

.   seek ways ,o deploy ^-f "fif^S 
support of critical standards process 

semi-automated information modeling technol- 
ogy to help accelerate the STEP AP interpreta- 
tion process is an example.) 

• Seek opportunities to move de facto standards 
activities into the formal international standards 
pipeline. 

• Provide assurance that draft international stan- 
dards and even drafts for comment are properly 
evaluated by appropriate experts within the 
United States, considering both technical merit 
and potential impact on U.S. industry. There- 
after, provide assurance that appropriate U.S. 
positions are produced and forwarded to the 
adopting body. 

For more information, please contact the 
Factory Automation Systems Division, Building 
220, Room A-127, NIST, Gaithcrsburg, MD 20899- 
0001 This report and additional material about the 
work of the division are available electronically at 
httpV/elib.cme.nist.gov/fasd/fasdhomc.html or flp:// 
ftp.cme.nist.gov/pub. The division office can be 
reached by telephone at 1-301-975-3508 or fax a. 
1-301-258-9749. 

3.   Appendix A.   Agenda 

Welcome and Introduction 
Dr. AratiPrabhakar, Director. NIST 

Mr. Howard M. Bloom, Chief. FASD 

Session 1: Invited Presentations 

rhVir- Prof. Roger N. Nagcl 
Operations Director. lacocca InM.tutc 
SaCey Wagner Professor of Manufactunng 

Systems, Lehigh University 

Overview of U.S. Needs 

P,of. James J.Solberg ^.^^,^^_ 
Director,   tngmecniij, 
Purdue University 

Ovemew of Federal Studies 

'^^D-ectoToffice   of  Manufacluring   Pro- 

grams, NIST 

Agile Manufacturing 
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Standards Development Needs of U.S. Industry 

Ms. Suzanne Olsen 
Staff  Project  Engineer,   General  Motors 
Technical Center 

Technology Transfer Needs of U.S. Industry 

Mr. John Leary 
AT&T Technologies, Inc. and ANSI CIM 
Standards Board 

Session 2: Discussion Groups 

Group 1: Technology-Related Needs 

Discussion  Leader: Michael   C.   Smith,  Science 
Applications Intl. Corp. 

Reporter: Gary K. Conkol, Cleveland Advanced 
Manufacturing Program 

Group 2: Standards-Related Needs 

Discussion Leader: Jack White, Industrial Tech- 
nology Institute 

Reporter: Michael Kennedy, Texas Instruments 

Group 3: Technology Transfer Needs 

Discussion Leader: Peter N. Butenhoff, President, 
Textile/Clothing Technology Corp. 

Reporter: Ronald  L.  Dick,  Technical  Director 
IMAR 

Session 3: Discussion Group Results 

Chair: S. Jeane Ford, Program Manager, National 
PDES Testbed, NIST 

Reports of Small Group Discussions 

Presented by reporters 

Panel Discussion/Clarification of Industry Needs 

Panel of discussion leaders and reporters from 
each small group. 

Wrapup and Agreement on Time Table for Subse 
quent Steps 

S. Jeane Ford 

Closing 

Howard M. Bloom 

4.   Appendix B. Participants 

Mr. Arlan Andrews, Sandia National Laboratory 
Mr. Ah Bahroloomi, NAO Manufacturing Informa- 
tion Systems, General Motors 

Mr. Howard Bloom, Chief, Factory Automation 
Systems Division, NIST 

Mr. Randolph L. Burnette, Director, Merchandise 
Planning and Quick Response, Mercantile Stores 
Company, Inc. 

Mr. Peter N. Butenhoff, President, Textile/Clothing 
Technology Corp. (TC2) 

Mr. Gary K. Conkol, Cleveland Advanced Manu- 
facturing Program 

Mr. John Decaire, Acting Director of Technology, 
National Center for Manufacturing Sciences 

Mr. Ronald L. Dick, Technical Director, IMAR 
Mr. Rick Dove, President, Paradigm Shift Interna- 
tional 

Mr. Bob Finkelstein, President, Robotic Technol- 
ogy, Inc. 
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